
CCC 60 Board Meeting 
 

September 29, 2020 
 
Attendees: David Grant, Marc Bouchard, Bernie Scobie, Rejean D’Aoust, Laura Llayachi  
Apologies: Hugh Thorne, Nadia Freeman 
 
Agenda:  

1. Welcome and announcement of quorum  
2. Approval of agenda 
3. Approval of minutes of the Board of Directors  
4. Items arising from minutes of last meeting  
5. Ratification of decisions made between meeting 
6. Manager’s report 
7. Monthly financial report  
8. Items for discussion  
9. Items for Board information  
10. Status Certificate Review  
11. Notice of next meeting and adjournment  

 
Minutes: 
 

1. Welcome and announcement of quorum  
● DG welcomed attendees and announced a quorum at 6:01 pm. 

2. Approval of agenda 
● DG asked if anyone had items to add to the agenda for the meeting for 

discussion, the following item was added for discussion: 
i. Monday “move in” front door security issue 

3. Approval of minutes of the Board of Directors  
● Approval of the minutes from the last monthly meeting and the mid month 

meeting held after the AGM voting on board membership was proposed by 
BS and seconded by MB, the minutes for both meetings were approved.  

4. Items arising from minutes of last meeting 
● All action items from the minutes were completed, LL confirmed that she and BS 

had spoken on the phone, and that HT had been provided with the GL extract 
information requested; BS confirmed that the pool committee had agreed to the 
additional coverage required for Mondays and Fridays  when OMS are only onsite 
for a part of the day. 

5. Ratification of decisions made between meetings 
● All the board decisions made since the last meeting were ratified together as 

moved by MB and seconded by BS: 
i. New cleaning contract with OMS for $18,000 per year 

ii. Contract with BGC construction for the parking and retaining wall 
iii. Approval of the new Budget with 9.7% increase 
iv. Quote from Dwell of $3,600 to paint unit 101 



v. Approval to proceed with Henderson proposal for new Door Entry and 
Security Camera systems  

6. Manager’s report 
● Pool room painting and ceiling condensation - rear podium work currently in 

progress will add external insulation to the ceiling pad. 
● Pool Garden Patio door - marked as completed on the package, BS confirmed 

that all work had been successfully completed as agreed with the contractor, 
including the remediation of the issues around the installation of the 
replacement glass panels. DG advised BS that the board would leave final 
payment approval to his discretion as previously agreed.  

● Podium leaks - final resolution of this issue will be included in the garage 
membrane and rear garden landscaping project current being scoped. 

● Basement lights - RDA advised the meeting that the pot lights had been 
delivered and he was in discussions with OMS to install. DG advised RDA that 
work in planning for the replacement of the Electrical risers and splitters 
would require the basement ceiling to be opened up again so RDA should 
also coordinate the installation with that initiative. BS advised that he had 
already had discussions with the contractor about how much of the 
basement corridor ceiling would need to be opened up and requested that 
the contractor mark out the area for guidance. Action: RDA coordinate pot 
lights installation with BS and planned electrical work 

● Front Door Mat replacement - RDA advised the meeting that Romco charged 
an $80 fee to come onsite and take measurements, he had also arranged for a 
second vendor (Samson) to provide a quote. Action: RDA to send quotes to 
the board when they become available. 

● Elevator Phone line for Henderson - There was some confusion over this item 
as the requirement for a phone line for Henderson is for the new door entry 
system and is to be provided either to the telecoms demarq room in 333 
Chapel or directly to the front vestibule podium. The elevators are to have 
new security cameras installed and Henderson needs the elevator company 
to run a cable to each cab (which they will supply). Action: RDA to iron out 
details with Troy from Henderson and coordinate the Bell telephone line 
installation and elevator cabling to meet Henderson’s requirements. 

● Vent and duct cleaning - Item was pending a quote to be provided by Baxtec, 
however BS advised the meeting that circumstances had dictated a rethink 
on this item. Upon inspection of the duct piping it was determined that the 
design would make a general cleaning from inside each unit a complex and 
expensive exercise. After reviewing the situation with BAxtec it was now 
being proposed that the scope be revised. A quote is to be provided for duct 
cleaning of the common trough on the 11th floor, up to the penthouse 
mechanical room. Baxtec believes that the 11th floor area is the first place 
that any significant settlement of lint and dust would accumulate. The in unit 
work would be restricted to cleaning the vent grilles and the first section of 
the duct work that is accessible from that point. Baxtec advised BS that their 
prices for this work were probably too high for our consideration however 
BS advised that the superintendent had used another contractor for cleaning 



out the ducts in the laundry room and they were reasonably priced. Item now 
pending quotes on revised scope of work. 

7. Monthly financial report  
● DG asked the board members present if they had reviewed the August 

financial report issued last week and had any questions or issues to raise. BS 
and MB indicated that they had no questions regarding the monthly report. 
BS raised an issue concerning the new petty cash credit card payments. He 
advised the meeting that another glitch had been experienced but that he had 
been in contact with the bank and cleared things up and everything should 
be good going forward. BS has arranged for the credit card statement to be 
sent out monthly to CIPM and requested that it be scanned in and sent to him 
so that he could keep track of petty cash spending. LL and RDA advised BS 
that to date no paper statement had been received by CIPM. LL advised that if 
one was received a better option would be to load it into the Condoworks 
application. BS agreed that this would work as well. Action : LL to ensure 
that credit card statements are loaded to Condoworks upon receipt. 

8. Items for discussion  
● Pool Fans – BS advised the meeting that the new fans had arrived and that 

the installation had been discussed with Baxtec. The Fans will be installed at 
ceiling height to the left of the entry door, and the other at ceiling height to 
the left of the access door into the Gym area. Both will be directed towards 
the concrete pad immediately above the open pool. The fans will not be hard 
wired until this placement has been tested and proven to be effective. 
Installation would be completed by the end of this week (Oct 2nd). 

● Heating System - Baxtec scheduled to come onsite Thursday Oct 1st to switch 
over the system. DG mentioned that a previous board had made a decision to 
set fixed dates for this cutover work, Oct 1st and May 15th, regardless of 
external weather and temperatures. BS advised the meeting that he had 
discussed the cutover with the Baxtec technicians and it was a complex task 
requiring due care and attention, and that the cost was not negligible. DG 
asked if there was any appetite to review and change the current fixed date 
approach, possibly with a weather forecast based approach. The ensuing 
discussion provided no clear path forward or desire for change. DG advised 
that this could be discussed offline via email. Action: DG to follow up on 
appetite for a change to the current instruction to CIPM. 

● Building Projects Updates 
○ Rear podium - BS advised the meeting that work was progressing 

well, only some minor concrete repairs revealed so far. CJ had advised 
him that so far nothing unexpected had been encountered. He also 
noted that the contractor had taken on responsibility for ensuring 
garbage pick up and was being very flexible about maintaining access 
to the rear door and to maintaining a couple of guest parking spots. 
DG asked about the remaining work to be scheduled, noting that the 
retaining wall repair had not yet started. BS advised that the 
contractor intended to do the podium repairs first, then the retaining 
wall repair.  



○ MH Building Engineering study - BS advised that a final onsite 
inspection of the building focused on the in unit engineering was 
scheduled for this week on the 1st Oct. DG asked about the date for 
completion and delivery of the final report. BS advised that the 
agreement had been for 30 days from signing of the contract to 
completion of the study. Contract was signed on Sep. 4th so we should 
expect to see a first draft soon after. 

○ Garage Podium and Landscaping Project - MB reported that he and BS 
had met with a representative of the gardening committee (Marcia 
Clement) to discuss the terms of reference for the landscaping portion 
of the work (based on the draft prepared by MB). Marcia had 
undertaken to form an advisory group to review and agree on the 
proposed terms of reference. DG asked about the timeline and was 
advised by BS that the intent was to have the terms of reference 
agreed and the complete design parameters and scoping submitted to 
the engineer by Oct 15th with a view towards having a design contract 
awarded by the end of the month.  

○ Door Entry System and Security Cameras - RDA advised the meeting 
that two invoices had been received from Henderson after signing the 
agreement, they would be loaded into CondoWorks. DG noted that the 
telephone line and elevator cabling requirements had already been 
discussed under the Manager's Report item, and asked about the 
Owner/resident list by unit that also needed to be provided to 
Henderson. RDA advised that the current list was in the process of 
being reviewed and verified for operational requirements and would 
then be made available to Henderson. DG also noted that the 
implementation and cut over details would need to be confirmed with 
Hendeson so that the owners and residents could be informed ahead 
of time. Action : RDA to provide Henderson with a verified 
owner/resident list when available. 

○ Fogging machine for anti bacterial cleansing - This item was discussed 
in an email thread and the purchase of a machine approved by the 
board. DG noted that this was an operational issue involving building 
management and maintenance and that the board would follow the 
property managers advice and recommendations. RDA advised that in 
addition to the Fogger model at Canadian Tire, his team at the 
Bathgate complex were using a similarly priced machine of a different 
make that was proving to be very effective and easy to use. BS advised 
the meeting that Maurice, the superintendent had brought a second 
machine to his attention but that it came at a significantly higher cost 
of $1500 vs $500. DG noted that the previous email thread where the 
board had approved the purchase was based around a $500 machine. 
DG moved that a $500 ceiling be placed on the cost of any machine but 
the choice of make and model be left to the property manager. The 
motion was seconded by MB and agreed by the board.  
Action: RDA to proceed with purchase of a suitable Fogger. 



○ Insurance Policy Renewal - DG thought that this item had already 
been approved for renewal in an email thread with the board. RDA 
advised that some questions and comments had been raised by HT in 
that email thread that needed to be finalised. MB noted that HT had 
advised the board to add in the Volunteer Liability Coverage premium 
to our coverage. The meeting agreed to the recommendation and 
affirmed the decision to accept the renewal quote. Action: RDA to 
arrange with the broker to add in the Volunteer Liability coverage and 
proceed with the renewal. 

○ Emergency Protocols and Out of Hours Calls - RDA advised the 
meeting that he was following up on a few remaining items regarding 
the emergency protocols with OMS and should be able to provide a 
copy to the board soon. He agreed that OMS needed to understand 
their role and take responsibility and ownership for out of hours calls 
and follow up activities. DG asked about the two call out charges 
currently waiting on approval in CondoWorks, stating that only one 
charge was valid in his mind as the second should not have been 
required had OMS taken appropriate action. RDA advised the meeting 
that the second invoice would be returned to OMS. Action: RDA  

○ Front Door security during move in Sep 28 - MB advised the meeting 
that the front door area had been left unattended during a move in on 
Monday which was contrary to our move in protocol which required 
the new owner to ensure a physical presence at the door during such 
activities. BS reported that he had become involved upon discovering 
the situation and had been advised by the movers that the owner 
moving into unit 704 had refused to come down to secure the door, 
instead staying in the unit to supervise the movers. However BS had 
arranged with the movers that at least one of them kept an eye on the 
front door while they went about their business. BS also reported that 
Maurice had unsuccessfully tried to contact Derek from OMS to have 
him put up the curtains in the elevator and put it on service for the 
move in his absence. BS had undertaken to do this himself on being 
contacted by Maurice. RDA noted that this, and other issues related to 
Derek from OMS calling in sick, was another item he would be taking 
up with OMS. It was agreed that resource management and sickness 
coverage was a contractual obligation for OMS and they needed to be 
reminded of that. Action : RDA 

○ Signed contracts for rear podium and retaining wall - BS needs to scan 
in and send electronic copy to CIPM. Action: BS 

9. Items for Board information 
● n/a 

10. Status Certificate Review  
● A new certificate will be due soon, unit 301 is in the process of being sold 

11. Notice of next meeting and adjournment  
● Next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, October 27th, at 6pm  

Action: RDA to send out Google invitation 



● A motion to adjourn was proposed by MB and seconded by BS, the meeting 
was formally adjourned by DG at 7:36pm. 

 
 


